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May 2021. Colombian people protest against the tax reform: the
police fire back at the demonstrators. I watch the barricades from
another continent: the footage and testimonies of my friends in
Medellín give voice to a country that does not surrender, bringing
back personal memories that seemed long gone.
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I started making this film in 2021
after the great popular mobilization
broke out in Colombia. I used to lived
there, and the curiosity about the
movement revived my contacts with
friends I hadn't seen in over a year
due to the pandemic. The
tremendous repression by the police
and the army made me slip into
terror and helplessness. The videos
and testimonies of my friends in
Medellín were the only means of
communication I had. I wanted to
make this films to give voice to a
generation that has been fighting for
years for a better future in its own
country, Colombia: an undercover
dictatorship, which continues to
violate human rights.
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Alberto Diana (1989) attended a Master’s in Creative documentary at
the Pompeu Fabra University in Barcelona, after graduating in humanities
from the University of Cagliari, Italy. 
His previous short documentaries have been screened at many
international film festivals. His mid-leght documentary Red Mud was
premiered at the 37th edition of Torino Film Festival. He is developing
the script for his first fiction feature Intra Montes.
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About

L’Ambulante is established as a
collective since 2011 founded by
Margherita Pisano and Gaetano
Crivaro. It's a research laboratory
that experiments with the interaction
between visual arts, territories, cities,
and its dwellers through cultural
initiatives and urban research.
L’Ambulante dives into various
territories in order to establish long-
term projects and offer different
perspectives and representations of
our time.
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The project REMIX involved a mixed
group of artists, filmmakers, and
sound artists. We have asked them
to realize some pieces of artwork by
using materials mainly coming from
the Web that could, all together, raise
questions going beyond the general
theme addressed in the single
fragment. A process of meditation,
experimentation and therefore
creation (Remix to be precise), which
is also a reflection on cinema and
media. Each of the involved artists
has dealt with the archive, following a
common guideline which can be
summed up by the concept of
“EVENT”.
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